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Amir holds talks with Iraqi president, PM on expanding cooperation

Kuwait, Iraq call for wisdom 
to avoid tension in Gulf region

BAGHDAD: Kuwait and Iraq called for
wisdom and reason in dealing with the
latest developments in the Gulf region
in order to avoid tension and any clash-
es, Kuwait News Agency said yester-
day. HH the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
visited Iraq yesterday to discuss bilat-
eral relations and the latest regional
tensions. The visit by HH the Amir was
the first to Iraq in seven years. He last
visited Baghdad in 2012 to participate
in the 23rd Arab Summit.  

HH the Amir met Iraqi President
Barham Salih at Al-Salam Palace in
Baghdad. During the meeting, they
reviewed the good brotherly relations
between the two countries and the two
brotherly peoples and means of
enhancing them. The talks also dealt
with issues of common concern and the
latest developments on the regional and
international arenas. The talks between
the two leaders were cordial and
reflected depth of bilateral relations

between the two countries’ leaderships
and the spirit of understanding and
brotherhood binding the two countries,
embodying the desire of the two sides
to support bilateral cooperation in vari-
ous fields.

Relations between Iraq and Kuwait
have made great strides forward, thanks
to the wisdom and desire of the leader-
ships of the two countries to “overcome
the remnants of the past”, the Iraqi
president said. Salih affirmed that Iraq
is keen to build advanced relations with
its neighbors in general and Kuwait in
particular, a presidential statement said.
Iraq is looking at the nature of the cur-
rent crisis in the region with a broad
perspective to achieve a comprehensive
regional consensus based on dialogue
and good neighborliness among coun-
tries, he added. Salih expressed hope
that HH the Amir’s visit will be a good
opportunity to start a constructive rela-
tionship between the two neighbors. 

Continued on Page 24
BAGHDAD: HH the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah shares a light moment with Iraqi President Barham Salih and Iraqi
Prime Minister Adel Abdel Mahdi during his visit to Iraq yesterday.  —  Amiri Diwan (See Page 3)

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: More than 500 people
were arrested during a police crack-
down in Hawally and Farwaniya gover-
norates yesterday, only two days after
232 people were detained in similar
campaigns in the Capital and Ahmadi
governorates. Police, led by Interior
Ministry Assistant Undersecretary for
General Security Affairs Lt Gen
Sheikh Faisal Al-Nawaf Al-Sabah,

arrested 226 people during a cam-
paign in Salmiya (Block 12) and 296 in
Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh for violations that
included having expired visas, break-
ing the residency law, failure to pro-
duce documents and absconding
among others, the interior ministry
announced yesterday. Security
authorities are continuing crackdowns
on areas with large populations of
laborers and suspected illegal work-
ers, the ministry added in a statement.

Over 500 arrested in MoI
crackdown in Salmiya, Jleeb 

KUWAIT: Interior Ministry Assistant Undersecretary for General Security Affairs
Lt Gen Sheikh Faisal Al-Nawaf Al-Sabah and other officials are seen during a
crackdown in Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh yesterday.  — MoI

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: The health ministry and the
Communication and Information Technology
Regulatory Authority yesterday told the National
Assembly’s health panel that there were no con-
firmed health risks from using 5G Internet at
extremely high speed. The committee was asked
by the Assembly to study any possible health
hazards from 5G Internet, which some telecom

companies have started offering. But a number of
MPs have complained that the price of the new
service is too high and called on the government
to force providers to bring it down.

Meanwhile, the National Assembly’s financial
and economic affairs committee yesterday
rejected the draft state budget for the 2019/2020
fiscal year which already started on April 1, com-
mittee member MP Riyadh Al-Adasani said.
Adasani said the committee rejected the budget
by a majority vote, adding he voted against the
budget because of squandering of public funds
and the wrong implementation of the budget, as
spending violations have continued.

The lawmaker said they rejected the draft
budget because there was no improvement in
dealing with public issues like employment, proj-
ects and services. The committee also rejected

the final account for the previous fiscal year. The
budget is scheduled to be debated on July 1, just
a day before the Assembly is set to close its cur-
rent term and go on summer recess for around
four months. The Assembly has the right to over-
ride the financial committee’s rejection of the
state budget.

National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-
Ghanem said the assembly will meet for four
days next week - from Monday to Thursday - to
complete urgent laws and debate budgets, cast-
ing doubt whether the government will be  able
to attend a special session on Sunday requested
by MPs. The lawmakers demanded to hold a
special discussion on Sunday to study ways to
resolve unemployment among Kuwaitis. Ghanem
said that the government always wants prior
coordination before holding any special session.

MoH, CITRA say 
no risk from 5G; 
budget rejected 

KUWAIT: Kuwait recorded the world’s high-
est temperature in recent years, UN World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) experts
said yesterday. Head of the Meteorology
Department at the Kuwait Directorate General
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) Hassan Dashti told
Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) that the WMO

commission of experts adopted, at a meeting
earlier yesterday, an official decision that the
highest temperature recorded was in Mitribah
in northeastern Kuwait of 53.9 degrees Celsius
on July 21, 2016. The WMO added Turbat in
Pakistan recorded a temperature of 53.7
degrees Celsius on May 28, 2017. These are
the highest, officially-recognized temperatures
to have been recorded in the last 76 years.

According to Dashti, this was confirmed
according to a report by the commission,
which groups 18 international experts, includ-
ing from Kuwait. Dashti said the locally
recorded temperature is the highest ever
recorded for Asia and third warmest tempera-

ture on record globally after Death Valley in
eastern California, which registered the highest
temperature of 56.7 degrees in 1913, and the
Tunisian governorate of Kebili with 55 degrees
Celsius in 1931. But some weather historians
have questioned the accuracy of old tempera-
ture records.

The task of the WMO committee is not lim-
ited to recording temperatures. It also exam-
ines various weather and climate phenomena.
Dashti commended Kuwait’s determination
and unprecedented methodology to provide
the committee with data and facts that will
help make decisions linked to dealing with
extreme weather. — Agencies 

WMO confirms 
highest Kuwait 
temperature

ORLANDO: US President Donald Trump launched his
2020 reelection campaign Tuesday much the same way
he rode to power in 2016 - with a raucous, nationalist
rally stirring fear of illegal immigration and vowing to
fight for blue collar workers. Lashing out at his
Democratic opponents as radical leftists fueled by
“hatred” and out to “rip your country apart,” Trump
promised an “earthquake at the ballot box” next year.
“We did it once and we’re going to do it again,” he
promised some 20,000 ecstatic supporters in Orlando,
Florida. “And that is why tonight I stand before you to
officially launch my campaign for a second term as
president of the United States.”

There were no substantial new ideas or plans for the
future in Trump’s nearly 80 minute speech in the
Orlando arena, where the crowd formed a sea of Trump
campaign red baseball caps, chanting “USA” and “Four
More Years”. Instead, the unconventional Republican
made his reelection pitch by touting economic gains,
renewing his longstanding vow to build a wall along the
Mexican border.

In a speech filled with his customary boasts and
rhetorical exaggerations, Trump did say - though giving
no detail - that he would oversee cures for cancer and
AIDS and pave the way to send US astronauts to Mars.
But the meat of his address aimed at the grievances and

fears of the same white working and middle class voters
who underpinned his surprise victory as an utterly
inexperienced politician against the seasoned Hillary
Clinton in 2016.

Continued on Page 24

Trump launches 2020
bid with vow to 
‘keep America great’

ORLANDO: US President Donald Trump arrives to speak
during a rally at the Amway Center to officially launch
his 2020 campaign on Tuesday. —AFP 

FUJAIRAH/BAGHDAD: A Japanese-owned tanker
attacked in the Gulf of Oman last week was damaged

by a limpet mine resembling those used by Iran, the US
military said yesterday, as the Islamic republic slammed
accusations against it. Commander Sean Kido of US
Naval Forces Central Command, or NAVCENT, said
the mine used in the attack “is distinguishable and it is
also strikingly bearing a resemblance to Iranian mines
that have already been publicly displayed in Iranian
military parades”.

The Japanese-owned Kokuka Courageous, loaded
with highly flammable methanol, came under attack last
Thursday as it passed through the Gulf of Oman along
with the Norwegian-operated Front Altair. 

Continued on Page 24

US alleges tanker 
hit by Iran mine;
US interests under 
rocket fire in Iraq

BASRA: Iraqis inspect the damage at a drilling facility that was hit by a Katyusha rocket yesterday in the Burjesiya
area, a key oil-producing region hosting various Iraqi and foreign companies including US major Exxon Mobil. — AFP 


